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termed success
by co-chairman
by Sue Allsop
Winter Carnival of 1981 was termed an
"extreme success" by Acting Vice Pres-
ident for Academic Affairs Frederick E.
Hutchinson, co-chairman of the carnival's
committee.
"I think it went exactly as I thought it
would," Hutchinson said Sunday. "The
students were particularly impressive in
helping out and participation in the
events."
The free dance in the Memorial Gym
Friday night provided continuous music
from two bands that alternated playing to a
crowd of people in anything from tails to
jeans.
Regarding the bed-sliding contest held
on Hilltop on Saturday afternoon. Hutch-
inson said. It was a novel idea, everyone
seemed to have a lot of fun."
Thirty organizations entered in the
bed-sliding event at $5 each for an entry
fee. The event organized by Alpha Gamma
Rho fraternity. raised $150 for the
Kennebec Council for Retarded Children.
Trophies were awarded in three divi-
sions for speed and originality. In the
Greek category. Sigma Chi fraternity was
awarded for speed and Alpha Gamma Rho
fraternity was awarded for originality.
In the dormitory category, 3rd floor York
Hall was awarded for speed and original-
ity. And in the open category. WMEB-FM
was awarded for originality.
The beds in the contest varied from
Sigma Chi's old bed on jumping skis to
WMEB's mattress and frame on six empty
beer kegs. Both of these entries managed
to get to the bottom to the hill. while
others, such as Tau Kappa Epsilon's water
bed, did not.
Concerning the carnival's snow sculp-
ture event. David Rand, associate dean of
student activities and judge in the contest.
said "a lot of sculptures were outstand-
ing."
The theme for the sculptures was
"UMO-Past, Present and Future" and the
The University of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 1875
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Campus celebrates Silverman, winter
Winter Carnival 13th president
inauguration
in Memorial Gym
IDr. Paul Silverman,shown here with his sister,Mary Ann Kmmin, will beinaugemted
Las UMO's thirteenth president today. [Simms] 
'udges for the event were Dean Rand; Bill
Lucy. associate dean of student activities:
Gay Brown, assistant director of the
Memorial Union.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity won the
first prize trophy for their sculpture of a
book of knowledge with a man looking up
to a "fountain of knowledge." Delta
Upsilon won second prize for their
sculpture of a covered wagon with, "DU
Pioneers for the Future" inscribed on it.
And Sigma Alpha Epsilon placed third with
their space shuttle bus sculpture.
"We had President Silverman on top of
the space shuttle." Jim O'Brien, in charge
of SAE's sculpture, said. "I think that's
the thing that got them."
The celebration came to a close around
9:30 p.m. Saturday after a winning
basketball game for Maine against Drexel
University and a 20 minute display of
fireworks behind Alfond Arena.
by Sean Brodrick
At 2:30 this afternoon. UMO will hold the
inauguration of its 13th president. Paul
Silverman. The ceremony in Memorial
Gymnasium will culminate a weekend of
festivities, as this weekend, UMO cele-
brated both the Winter Carnival and the
swearing-in of a new president. the first
such innaugural ceremony in 15 years.
Silverman's inauguration is the end
result of a long, hard search by the
presidential search committee. UMO
faculty and administrators have reacted
enthusiastically to the choice of Silverman.
calling him an "excellent" and "marvel-
ous" choice. Thomas Aceto. Vice-pres-
ident for student affairs, called Silverman a
"scholar of the first order."
UMO faculty members are not alone in
showing their approval of Silverman. More
than 70 student organizations will have
taken part in the , inauguration, by the time
the festivities are over and done with
tonight.
[see INAUGURATION page 2]
Medical program danger
due to "belt tightening"
by Michael Finnegan
A Maine Department of Education
program that buys 64 seats at New
England medicals schools for Maine
residents may be axed due to a "tightening
of belts" and a low number of participants
returning to Maine after education has
been completed.
According to Representative Dick Dav-
ies. (Orono) the percentage of participating
students that return to Maine after
completing a medical education is roughly
25 percent.
"It's a sizable sum of money spent to get
people the slots in schools and the
governor is interested in getting rid of any
programs that are ineffective," Davies
said.
Bangor Representative Swift Tarbell
said. "the rise in inflation, costs, salaries,
materials and not enough money has
caused a tightening of belts."
According to Tarbell the medical school
contracts in "the crucible of priorities are
being crushed." "The governor has
recommended that programs be cut and
(see MED page 3]
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* Police blotter *
by Sue Allsop
Members of Theta Chi fraternity
reported the theft of $220 of food
from their kitchen sometime bet-
ween Friday afternoon and Saturday
morning. Theta Chi held a party
Friday night and believe that may
have something to do with the theft.
Reported missing was 20 lbs. of
ground beef. 20 lbs. of stew beef, 10
lbs. of haddock filets, 8 loaves of
bread, 4 soups bones, and two
baking pans.
The manager of the BCC student
union called UMOPD for assistance
Friday night in controlling a large
number of people attending a pub
singer night at the union. The
manager said they had never had a
large number of people at the pub
before for the pub singer nights and
wanted to make sure everything
stayed under control.
Wells Business Manager Mike
Butler reported that a section of the
carpet was missing Thursday from
Wells lobby. Fifteen yards of the
green shag carpet was missing.
Value of the missing rug section is
$375 and the total value of the rug is
$387.
UMO police saw flames Friday
night coming from Phi Eta frater-
nity's snow sculpture of a volcano.
The fraternity was not authorized to
have the fire that approximately 30
people attended. A member of the
fraternity told police they used three
drawers from a bureau and a wooden
chair along with turpentine and
lighter fluid to start the fire.
Mark P. Harrigan, 21, of 3G
Stillwater Apartments. was sent to
diversion for furnishing liquor to a
minor. Mark Nelson, 18, of Dunn
Hall. Nelson was also referred to the
conduct officer of the diversion
program.
—"Clarence Barber, found a purse in
the road near Cutler Health Center
Friday containing $100 in traveler's
checks. The purse was returned to
Eileen Wilcox of Cumberland Hall.
Mark D. Pettegrow, Old Town,
claimed an orange AMF bicycle from
the UMOPD bicycle rack valued at
$150. UMOPD holds bicycles that
have been recovered on campus,
when the owner of the bicycle has
not reported the loss or claimed the
bicycle.
Business college faces
masters accreditation test
by Mark Munro
Beginning Sunday, Jan. 18, the UMO College of Business was the subject of anintensive four-day investigation.
The College of Business, under the direction of Dean Stanley Devino. is trying to
receive accreditation for a Master of Business Administration (MBA) program.
Accreditation is dealt out by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business(AACSB). This agency is not the only one of its kind in the country. but it is the only one
recognized by the U.S. Department of Education and the Council on PostsecondaryAccredit at ion.
The AACSB was represented at Maine by a visitation committee composed of threebusiness deans from member schools around the nation, and by the assistant director of
accreditation of the AACSB.
While on campus, the visitation committee met with indivduals and groups involved
with the college of business. This included President Paul Silverman, ActingVice-president of Academic affairs Frederick Hutchinson, deans from other colleges
which provides foundation courses, local businessmen, alumni, faculty from the College
of Business and students majoring in business.
One student interviewed by the committee in a group of eight other students was EricVan Note, a senior managment and marketing major. Van Note said the main thing thecommittee wanted from the students was an idea of how the business courses wereperceived in relation to other courses on campus, and what some of the strengths andweaknesses were.
"We thought the business program was perceived fairly well." Van Note said. VanNote also stressed that it was not a gripe session where faculty were singled out.A decision by the AACSB will not come until May when the group holds its annual
meeting in Philidelphia. The process began when Dean Devino sent an application foraccreditation to the AACSB along with a two-volume report last summer.
Devino has high hopes for the decision in May. "I'm an eternal optimist. We'vegiven this our best shot and we'll continue to remain very hopeful." Devino said.
The program. if it receives accreditation, will help to meet a nation-wide shortage ofpersons with masters degrees in business. "Enrollments in business asministrationhave exploded in the last six or seven years," Devino said.
Despite this explosion though, (18 percent of all undergraduate students in the
country major in business) the supply of teachers has not kept pace. The problem,
according to Devino, is that students are more career-oriented and money in teaching is
less than that found in the business world.
Inauguration scheduled—
'continued from page 1
In fact, student response to the call for
'volunteers has been so overwhelming that
four students applied for every available
job. This is the first time that students will
be actively involved with the . inauguration
of a UMO president, which is an attempt to
make the ceremony more than "a bunch of
gray beards walking down the aisle."
according to Francis Brown, a member of
the University of Maine Board of Trustees.
Silverman has shown a great deal of
'concern for the quality of education at
UMO. When talking about his future plans
for UMO, he said. "One of my objectives
will be to provide an environment for
students in which growth and development
can take place."
The WMEB-FM bed, anchored by station manager Doug Joseph lcenterl, won first
prize for originality in the open class of the 1981 Winter Carnival bed sliding race.
'Simms photoi
LoNNiown
Mon. Feb. 2
Presidential Inauguration, 2:30
pm, Memorial Gymnasium.
Transitions: "Sex Roles in
Transition" 7-9:30 pm, North Ban-
gor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Admission $I for students, $3 for
non-students.
Sandwich Cinema: "Bear Coun-
try" and "Peter and the Wolf'
North Lown Room, Memorial Union.
North Lown Room, Memorial Union.
noon.
Tues. Feb. 2
4 pm. Maine Peace Action Com-
mittee meeting in the Virtue Room of
the Maples. All interested persons
are welcome.
9
CAMPUS
CRIER
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS.
Overnight camp for girls in Ne‘‘
York State's Adirondack Mountains
has openings for counselor-instruc-
tors in tennis, waterfront (WSI.
sailing, skiing, small crafts), gym-
nastics, arts/crafts, pioneering.
music (piano), photography. drama.
general counselors. Information
available in Placement Office or
write: Andrew Rosen, Director.
Point °Tines Camp, 221 Harvard
Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081.
Mon. & Tues. Feb. 2 & 3
Wanted roommate desperately
Female prefered
Stillwater Village
Call Louise at 866-4866
LOST: Heart shaped gold locket.
Not valuable but very sentimental.
Small reward Please call Christine
\, Thorne 866-4710 Thanx
• - • -
VACANT SENATE SEATS
SIGN -UP FOR
FOLLOWING VACANT
SENATE SEAT
2—Graduate
4—Off-campus
1— Fraternity
2—York Hall
1—York Village
1—Somerset
1—Gannett
1— Chadbourne
1—Oxford
Elections Feb. 18
Absentee voting Feb. 11,12,13,16,1"
Sign-ups Feb. 4
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forces club responsibility
Student administrators state financial policy gain
by Ruth DeCoster
The student government terms of Dave Spellman and
Vice President Kevin Freeman will soon be over, with only
three weeks to go before a new president takes office.
"One major accomplishment," Spellman said, "was to
establish lines of financial accountability" for student
activity fee monies.
Freeman said, "It took up most of our time. We became
very concerned about it soon after getting into office. Our
main concern this year was to make sure that they (the
General Student Senate) allocated funds in a serious and
responsible manner, and to a large extent they succeededin doing that."
Prior to his coming to office, Spellman said that
"nobody kept track of anything." 1 here had been no
standard procedure for auditing group spending, and
money was spent without any knowledge of where it was
going.
"I had a picture of what the system was then," he said.
"and I knew there were problems. But I didn't know what
was to be done."
Spellman said that "big budget moves had been done
last spring." when the senate allocated funds to boards,
clubs, and committees. During the summer, he said, the
new financial system was developed.
Freeman said that during their campaign last year. the
two candidates declared they would not increase the
student activity fee. "But once we got in office, we
realized it wouldn't be enough." With the $2.50 increase.
approximately $150.00 was added to the 1980-81 budget.
"With this increase in revenue." he said, "we definitely
wanted to keep a lid on where it was being spent."
The new finance system, Freeman said, "keeps a
constant check on spending and provides more complete
and detailed records than existed in the past."
David Spellman
Under the new system, all money stays in the student
government treasury. Until last semester. groups were
allocated a certain amount of money and given one lump
sum. "The guidelines used were essentially sound." said
Spellman. "but they proved to be rather unenforceable
and unrealistic with the size of our budget."
"Now." said Spellman. "we keep the money and they
Med program threatened—
• continued from page 1
money spent elsewhere; this money (med
contracts) could be going to the roads."
Tarbell added.
Both representativies deem the medical
school program a high priority and seek to
maintain the program at some level.
"It not only hurts people wanting to get
into the program but would pull the rug out
from underneath the 155 students some-
where in the program." Tarbell said.
Tarbell said that all state departments
were asked to make budget cuts within
existing department programs. The
Department of Education made an "inter-
nal" recommendation that the med
program be cut from $5.3 million. The
governor, after receiving the DOE recom-
mendation, suggested the whole of the
med-school contract program be cut, he
added.
According to Tarbell there are 200
students currently enrolled in the medical
program. Of this number, 45 students will
graduate in the spring of 1981.
The current DOE biennium budget
recommendation of $3.5 million represents
$2.4 million to maintain the 155 seats
already occuppied for two more years, and
will allow 32 new entrants to enter into a
medical school in the fall of 1981 and
similarily in the fall of 1982. Tarbell said.
Tarbell doubted the med program,
during the present budget session, would
receive more funds than the DOE
recommendation requested.
"He (Brennan) is in a pretty tough
budgetary predicament and wanting to
keep a promise not to raise taxes." Davies
added.
According to Tarbell and Davies. the
governor is concerned about the ineffect-
iveness of the medical school contract
program. Taxpayers' money is being used
to buy seats for Maine residents wishing to
attend medical school but hardly any of the
participants return to Maine to provide
medical services.
According to Tarbell. the legislature in
1976 implemented a revision to the
med-school program in an effort to protect
the state against losses when students who
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turned protesstonal did not return to Maine
to practice medicine.
"If the student returns to Maine after
formal education, sometimes seven to ten
years, and practices four years, the student
is discharged from paying back money the
state paid to the school," Tarbell said. "If
the student does not come back he will
have to start paying back the money owed
the state in ten years."
According to Tarbell the state is unaware
of the revision's effectiveness. "We are
midstream with the revision it takes
medical students about seven years to
finish."
Davies said he hopes to sponsor a bill
that would make the medical school
program less dependent on taxpayer's
money by charging students that did not
return to Maine to practice medicine a cost
"above and beyond" that of a seat in a
medical school.
The medical school program's import-
ance is visible to Tarbell and Davies since
50 percent of the accepted applicants come
from UMO.
Davies cautioned that the program's
importance may not be as clear to other
legislators.
"To a large extent if the program is
eliminated we are going to have less Maine
residents graduating from schools in the
medical professions," Tarbell said.
Tarbell added, "It's important to give
Maine students that want to excel in
graduate school a chance and not shut
them out."
bring in their bills and we pay them."
Vice President of Financial Affairs Paula Chai said, "I
had seen clubs misuse their money, and it bothered me.
It's a better idea that the group comes to us for the money
instead of just giving it to them. That way it doesn't let the
group spend it in the wrong way."
If money is spent in ways not approved by the senate,
money is not given to the group.
Money not spent by a group or club during the year is
kept in the treasury for next year's budget.
Spellman said he thought groups welcomed the change
in financial policy. "It took a lot of responsibility off them,
and freed their time to participate more in their group
activities."
Freeman said it placed more responsibility on the
finance committee. "A small minority at first were a bit
negative towards the new system." he said, but now they
don't mind.
"Now that the 'organization has been done," Freeman
said. "future administrations will probably see the
benefits of our work. Some other person may have betterideas about things, but overall I think they'll remain the
same in the next few years."
According to Chris McEvoy. president of theOff
-Campus Board. "They (Spellman and Freeman) havedone an excellent job with finances. They were kind of
muddled before they got in. I think they've tightenedthings up quite a bit, and the whole process is going a lotbetter."
r
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WMEB-FM
will be covering the
inaguration ceremonies
LIVE
starting at 2:30 PM.
Join anchorman
Andy Orcutt A
for the exclusive broadcast
i'kJ niu r)to ulp LICIAQUILLotiocikdl.,iL ,: ,,; AA, t Jii a-Ai  )c a. ,_.).isc.c ki.,con WMEB-FM, 91.9.
TURN AWEEKEND A MONTH
AND TWO SUMMERS
INTO $9,000 FOR COLLEGE.
Need some extra money for college? You can earn up to $9,000 while
you're in school, serving part-time with the Army Reserve. Unlike many
part-time jobs, ours fits into your schedule. All it takes is a weekend a month
during the school year, the rest of your training is in the summer—seven
weeks one summer, at least eight weeks the next, plus two weeks annual
training. Interested? Stop by today.
MEET TODAY'S ARMY RESERVE.
CALL SGT. GEORGE JOHNSON
945-6361
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Editorials
Silverman, our future
For the UMO community and particularly
President Paul Silverman, this is a day of celebration
and festivities.
Silverman's inauguration as the 13th president of
the University of Maine at Orono has been made into
a type of open house for the Orono campus.
Throughout this past weekend, guests from all over
Maine plus many other states have visited the univer-
sity and viewed many events and exhibits.
From Friday night's dance at the Memorial Gym
to the many activities held Saturday, and finally
today's formal inauguration, the inaugural weekend
has been widely successful.
It has been time for students, faculty, ad-
ministrators and staff alike to enjoy the atmosphere
and people at this campus.
However, many times it is much easier to be
unified during such festivities when good spirits
abound. Only time will tell whether the spirit will
continue.
For there are many areas of concern on this campus
which must be confronted by the new president.
Each year UMO loses top-notch faculty members
due to poor salaries.
The cost of an education is becoming an increasing
burden for students as tuition, room and board rates
go through the roof. Fogler library is understaffed
and short of funding. The Performing Arts Center is
still years away. There's no comprehensive energy
program for the school.
Many of the problems are ones of money and ones
which cannot be solved overnight. But they must be
solved.
When selected to be UMO's president last August,
one of the major reasons was due to Silverman's ex-
pertise and ability in attracting funds and private
contributions. With a state legislature in Maine
known for its tight-fisted approach towards
education spending, the next few years will be critical
for UMO. And President Silverman's ability to draw
this much needed funding will be the key.
Turning around the financial status of a college is
not easy. An atmosphere of good will and
cooperation in all areas of campus life, like that
shown this past weekend, is neccessary.
Everyone must stand behind the new president.
Let's hope the unified spirit of the inauguration con-
tinues and the university moves in a prosperous direc-
tion in the years ahead.
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Redneck Review
Have you ever wondered how
many UMO students just toss their
books into their rooms and thumb,
walk, hike or drive home for the
weekend?
Probably quite a few I'm willing to
bet.
Everyone at one time or another
on a Friday has seen the crowds of
people lining the on
-ramps of 1-95
with placards in their hands reading
"Mass" and "Ptland" or even
"Fla." Did you ever wonder how
long it takes these people who so
bravely put driving in the hands of
total strangers? Various reports I've
heard vary this time from less than
the usual time (if you get picked by
a trucker or a guy with trans
-am) to
longer than the usual time (if you get
picked up by an old lady who refuses
to go above 45 for fear of going above
the speed limit) to never getting to
your destination at all (because
drivers just don't like your looks
standing beside the road in sub-zero
weather).
To avoid the riskiness of a sign or a
thumb beside 1-95, others turn to
trying to arrange their ride sometime
before the weekend they plan to
leave. This method is met with fair
to moderate success by most. The
only sure way of finding a ride this
way is to know someone who
regularly commutes from Orono to
say Kittery. If you can't find
someone who does this then you are
forced to use the community ride
board or WMEB-FM, the chances of
either working being pretty slim.
You can just never seem to find
someone who is going your way that
particular weekend (usually they go
the week before or after you want to.
If using the ride board of WMEB
you manage to find a ride, then you
have to work out some kind of
payment plan with the driver to
afford your trip (Mastercharge and
Visa usually aren't accepted). When
I was a freshman, it cost me $2 to go
from Orono to Kennebunk (about 150
miles). Last year. I heard of prices
from $4 to $5 for the same trip. This
year. I won't even hazard a guess as
to what the trip would cost. What
ever it is, I don't know if many
student's gradepoint average, to be
transferred over to the owner of the
car at the end of the semester.
About the only surefire way to get
a ride nowadays is to come down
with a bad case of double pneumonia
and then get transferred to the
Maine Medical Center in Portland. I
hear a lot of students were doing
this, however unintentionally, dur-
ing the recent cold snap we had.
There is just something about
standing frozen on the side of the
road that just makes Maine drivers
pull over for you. Unless of course
you are bearded have an ecology flag
sewed to your coat and have on blue
jeans and a flannel shirt, then you
are labled an "off-campus" student
who is trying to thumb his way into
Old Town. This automatically means
you won't get picked up. I mean, all
the drivers know that "off -campus
students are so tough they can chew
the icicles off their nose as soon as
the icicles form. This is an accepted
fact here at UMO.
So if you are one of those many
brave students who love to travel on
the weekends, remember this ad-
vice: If worse comes to worse and
you can't get a ride home to see your
loved ones, you can always write that
term paper you're saving for the
night before it's due. Either that or
you can just start trying to find a ride
for next week at the party you go to
on Saturday night.
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Letters
EQUAL
TIME
The Maine Campus
welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be brief and
include a name and telephone
number.
Names will be withheld only
under special circumstances.
"Anonymous" and open
letters, although welcome, will
not be published.
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit letters for libel,
clarity, taste and to fit available
space.
Coverage of Brennan's cuts
To the Editor
I would like to thank the
Maine Campus for the
coverage of the
preprofessional meeting con-
cerning Gov. Brennan's
proposed cut of the contracts
with professional schools. A
group of preprofessional
students will be attending an
Appropriations Committee
meeting in Augusta soon to
provide testimonials about the
effects of this cut on their
professional plans. We are
look ing for one page
statements front those con-
sidering professional careers
that describes how this cut will
personally effect them to take
to Augusta with us. Concise.
personal testimonials are
needed early this week; any
letters sent to state represen-
Blood drive total
To the Editor:
The brother pledges and lit-
tle sister pledges of Phi Gam-
ma Delta would like to express
their appreciation to the many:
people who helped make our
Blood Drive on January 26 a
success. A total of seventy:-
three pints of blood was
donated to the American Red
Cross. We are pleased by the
many who cared enough to
donate their time and their
blood for this worthy cause.
Thank You.
The Brother Pledges&
little Sister Pledges of
Phi Gamma Delta
tat ives will also help.
Testimonials can be dropped
of at Murray Hall and ad-
di of legislators are
available there too. Thanks
again to the Maine Campus
for their excellent coverage of
this issue.
I.auric Mouradian
Member of Maine
Student Health Contract
Committee
Social destruction
To the Editor:
Mother Theresa has said
that the poorest nation on ear-
th is the nation which legalizes
abortion. She did not say, to
my knowledge, whether abor-
tion %%as a cause or effect of
our spiritual poverty.
I'm inclined to believe.
however, that the broad prac-
tice of abortion is the natural
result of primal belief in the
supremacy of material wealth
over spiritual wealth.
Therefore the real solution
It) this problem will come
when we see the beautilid face
O./ divine replace the
ridiculous mask of con-
sumerism, production, seskm,
militarism, and the explossi%
compression of legislated
morality.
So long as humanity con-
dones the cutting of the
throats of lambs so that we
can eat lamb chops, we will
harbor an unconscious desire
to destroy each other.
Sincerely.
Val Vardamis
177 14th St.
Bangor
Silverman's leadership
lo the Lditoi
The Department of
Philosophy wishes to
congratulate President Paul
Silverman. We have been most
impressed with the leadership
of our new President user the
past few months. Paul Silver-
man is a true scholar, who
provides us with essential
leadership in emphasizing the
centrality at a university of
critical and reflective thought,
of high quality scholarly
research, and of working to
improve the academic and
cultural life of UMO.
Even more praiseworthy,
has been the incredible sense
01 humanity manifested by
Paul Silverman: his sensitis itv
and basic sense of decency; his
concern for the personal
welfare. of students, faculty
and other members of the
university community; his
consciousness of injustice and
commitment to creating a just
society; and his dedication to a
university: with deep
humanistic values that is
essential to personal growth,
fulfillment, and creativity and
to the overall betterment of
humanit y.
We in the Department of
Philosophy appreciate Paul
Silverman the scholar and
Paul Silverman the person of
great humanity. We pledge
our support in working
cooperatively with President
Silverman to create a univer-
sity environment in which all
of us can best realize ourselves
intellectually, culturally, and
in all the other dimensions of
our humanity.
Doug Allen
Ralph Hjelm
Erling Skorpen
Joe Rouse
Jeff White
Jim Campbell
Ira Rubinstein
Who cares?
To the Editor:
The hoopla around the new
president's inauguration
astounds me! Can it be
possible that even one student
could care less who the
president is, much less be in-
terested in his inauguration?
What nonsense.
Frank Westover
Gannett Hall
commentary
George W. Roche, a senior
in Political Science and Jour-
nalism, has guided in ihe .Nor-
ih Maine iPuids and is presen-
tly living in Carmel.
The January thaw with its
balmy temperatures and bright
days has stirred fond
memories of warmer en-
joyments and sunnier pursuits.
These inadequate words are
dedicated to those shivering
souls who in their cold
depression say that the world
is colorless, dull, and gray.
Come, let us go where the
white water flies. Down the
deepening gorge and through
the rock-encrusted chute. We
aim for the downstream "V —
and plow through froathy
pillows.
As we cross the flat dead-
water, a fat old beaver sitting
on a log warns the world of
our approach with a hollow
slap of his tail on the placid
water's surface. Mission ac-
canoeist vs. river george roche
complished, he then slips un-
der the surface himself. Watch
long enough and you'll see
him re-emerge on the distant
shore.
High above us an osprey
wings in slow deceptive circles.
With hunger a constant prod,
her ,.yes pierce the lake's sur-
faLe searching for that glint of
st:ales or fleeting submerged
s hadow that exposes her
nu get. Noiselessly, wings fold
tinder and the striking bird-of-
prey plunges. After a brief
struggle the bird is once again
aloft. Clutching the prize in
sharp and sure talons, the
burdened hunter flies toward a
deep, feather-lined, mud-and-
stick nest perched in dead tree
by the edge of the lake. In this
sanctuary-, other, less capable
mouths await to be fed.
Then, with the wind and the
spray in our faces and the roar
in our ears, we once again en-
ter the tumulous malestrom.
Ihe flick of the paddle is the
difference between a clean
triumphant passage and a
churning. sayage, dousing.
This is beyond indecision and
is disaster for the meek. The
challenge has been accepted
and the course has been set.
Now is not the time to
question the choice.
Quiet now, for we're
through that last set of rapids
and around the bend in the
river we can see a moose
calmly feeding on the tender
green shoots that grow on the
fertile hot loin. Be forewarned-
-an incautious word, a muf-
fled cough, an unwanted
sound will scare her off.
With a stillness to our ac-
tions we let the current sweep
us closer to the magnificent
beast. Ears twitching, the cow
jerks her head out of the
water. Poised on the brink of
flight, nostrils flairing, her
eyes blink blindly as we slip
not 10 feet from where she
stands. The river drags us
grudgingly past, but not
before we can see the buzzing
flies and stinging mites that
swarm around her thick-
skinned body. Sensing that the
disturbence has passed, she
returns, unmoved, to her
meal.
The next set looms large and
with the confidence of skill
comes the enjoyment of ad-
venture. In this raging torrent,
that can snap a paddle like a
matchstick and tear a canoe
like foil, it is a firm hand and a
keen eye that safely sees you
through.
Between the canoeist and
the river there is a bond. A
shared compromise of each
demandng and of each giving.
And at night after a well-
descry ed meal, vdien the
memories of the day's journe%
dominate the conversation
around the crackling fire, it's
the river that provides the
melody and the man that
provides the words.
CI)
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Grasso in critical condition
11 ARIF ORD--Former .Ella
who resigned her office last
..car because of ..ancer, lapsed into
itical condition at Hai t ford Hospital
on Sunday and was described by a
spokesman as in a "semi-comatose
st at C. •
" 1 he goscrnor's condition was
doss ngraded to critical at she slipped
into a semi-comatose state this mor-
ning," said hospital spokesman James
Bataglio. "Her vital signs are still
stable, but her °serail condition has
deteriorated," he said.
Battaglio added that, "when she is
awake, she is lucid, however,
throughout the morning she has slip-
ped in and out of a subconscious stale.
"'Irhis began at about 7 a.m. today."
he said.
On Saturday, Battaglio said Mrs.
Grasso had spent a "good week" and
was sleeping easily. Later this week,
doctors had planned to conduct \I is.
Grasso's fifth one-day session of
chemotherapy during her current
hospitalitation.
Mrs. Grasso, 61, announced her
resignation on Dec. 8 after doctors
discovered she had liver cancer, a
disease generally. considered incurable.
Four days later, she was hospitalited
for nausea and surgeons found
malignant growths in her intestine.
Reagan proposes increased debt
WASHINGTON—President Reagan
came into office pledging cuts in
federal spending and taxes, but the fir-
st economic proposal he wants enacted
- which Congress is due to consider this
week - would raise the national debt
limit by about $50 billion.
Also this week, the Senate is expec-
ted to confirm the last of Reagan's
Cabinet-level nominatons.
The president has asked Congress to
raise the national debt limit from the
current $935.1 billion to $985 billion -
in effect, raising the government's
authority to borrow to pay its bills.
Treasury Department officials
estimate the current debt ceiling will be
reached Feb. 18.
Reagan said last week that he asked
for the increase "with great regret
because it's clear that the massive
deficits our government runs is one of
the root causes of our profound
economic problems "
It is conceivable that some gover-
nment operations would have to halt if
the debt limit were exceeded before the
ceiling is raised. Although the limit has
been exceeded for short periods in the
past, Congress always has enacted
legislation to raise the ceiling.
Two cities, U.S. drug bust centers
NEW ORLEANS—Peter Dispen-
zirie, head of Cusoms Region 5. said
the New Orleans and Miami regions
accounted for 73 percent of all nar-
cotics %cited nationwide in fiscal 1980,
which ended on Oct. I.
In a drug bust, agents confiscate any
vehicle, airplane or boat involved in
the operation. Customs used to leave
sei/ed boats at some convenient
marina. Since October, however,
agents have been using a special boat
storage facility on the Pearl Riser at
Pearlington, Miss.
"Last time I was over there, they
had IS or 20 boats tied up," said John
deputv regional patrol chief for
customs. "We have to maintain them
in the same condition as we found
them until after the trial. lithe people
are acquitted they get their boat back.
If we get a conviction, the boat belongs
to the government. If Customs can't
use it, it is sold at auction."
The rush of business has forced
Customs to increase its patrol force by
16 percent in Region 5 - which encom-
passes Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, Arkansas, Tennessee and
the Florida panhandle.
Dispentirie won't say what 16 per-
cent amounts to.
"You could get marijuana here
within 30 minutes," he said. "Just go
down and run the French Quarter, hit
on some street people. Finding coke
would be a bit more difficult but you
could do it. You could find heroin but
you might get ripped off. It might turn
out to be powdered sugar."
Don't count on groundhog today
AMID:RS.1 . MASS Steeping in his
underground burrow, curled tightly in
a ball of fur, the groundhog is sup-
posed to awaken today to define what
the weatherman cannot - whether we
can expect six more weeks of winter.
But if the groundhog had his choice,
says Frederick Freeley, he would
probably tell his expectant public, "Let
me sleep in."
Greeley, a University of
Massachusetts wildlife professor and
unofficial groundhog guru, says it's
unrealistic to expect new England
groundhogs to emerge from their
burrows until late February.
"You'd probably have to bounce
one around like a basketball to wake
him up now," said Greeley. "Their
body temperature goes Jown to 40
degrees and their heart and respiration
are very slow."
Maine Campus
Strike postponed
'1%, A RsANA , POLAND—The 10-
million member independent labor
union Solidarity decided Sunday to call
off a nationwide one-hour warning
strike scheduled in support of private
farmers demanding their own indepen-
dent union.
The announcement came during a
recess of the union's National Coor-
dinating Commission, which was
meeting in special sesson here. But
commission chairman Lech Walesa
declared the warning strike, which had
been set for Tuesdas would be
rescheduled "if there is any attack on
us or on farmers."
Walesa said the job action was
slicked because a gosernment com-
mission went to Ries/ow in
southeastern Poland for negotiations
with pris ate farmers demanding
recognition of "Rural Solidarity."
Some 400 farmers have been occupying
the headquarters of the now -defunct
labor organizaton since Jan. 3.
The government commission.
headed by Deputy. Agriculture Minister
Andriej Kacla, was to confer with a
worker-farmer panel led by Bogdan
Lis, one of Walesa's two deputies.
The farmers' union charter ap-
plication is pending before the
Supreme Court, which is to rule on the
matter Feb. 10. '
The government of Communist Par-
ty leader Stanislaw Kania has
vigorously objected to the idea of a
union of private farmers - who produce
three-fourths of Poland's agriculture.
The Solidarity national com-
missioners, meeting at Wat- t‘k'
Pot'. technic University, were also
lc\ icw Mg new government-labor ac-
Loi Lls on the length of the workweek
and Solidarity access to state coin-
municatons media.
Marathon negotiations that ended
early Saturday produced agreement
that Polish workers would work every
fourth Saturday, with the other three
off. The government agreed in prin-
ciple to the union's demand for a five-
day workweek, and the union accepted
the compromise in light of Poland's
considerable economic difficulties,
which include a foreign debt of $23
billion and shortages of food and con-
sumer p)ocl.
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If you've got
the Idolmaker
...you've got it all!
United Artists
hru Thur.Only6:45 & 9
Marlin Brando in
"LAST TANGO
IN PARIS"
United Artists X
How Do You
Spread the
Word?
We Suggest
Maine Campus
Classifieds
The Classifieds are an easy,
inexpensive way to send a
message, get information,
buy, sell — the possibilities
are endless.
New Weekly Rates
1.20 for 14 words or less, 10' for each additional
word per day
3 days - '3 5 days - s5
(Please Prepay)
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Women's basketball team splits in weekend play
hy Dale McGarrigle
The tomen's basketball team had
those alt ernoon-after blues, losing
Saturday afternoon 10 the un it er„iiv
of Ness Brunswick squad 67-60 after
downing the University ()I Maine at
Farmington 52-36 I riday night.
Friday's contest showed UMO
having trouble with a Farmington
squad it had handled easily (75-44)
earlier in the season. In the entire
second half. Maine was only able to in-
crease its 27-12 halftime lead by one
point.
UM!' had a slight (35-31) lead on the
boards, with Jan Brinkman grabbing
15 and Rachel Austin eight. Beth
Hamilton captured nine for UMO,
while Tammv Gardiner got eight and
Jody. King seven.
Brinkman lead all scorers with 15
points, but UMO won the shooting
war, shooting 38 percent from the
floor to UM I. 'S 27 percent, and 50 per-
cent from the foul line to UMF's 25
percent. Hamilton tossed in 13 for
Maine, while Cathy Nilson chipped in
nine and I.isa Cormier and Tammy
Gardiner each accounted for eight.
UM F's Mary Jo Jabal- had 10 for the
losers.
On Saturday, Maine couldn't get of
of the blocks against UNB's Milt:owl
zone press, throwing passes to UNB
players or out of hounds to the tune of
I lit st -hall lurnoseis.
1!NB was able to esecute its of tense
only getting one shot, as UNB had 17
defensive rebounds to Maine's four of-
fensis e rebounds in the half.
for a good shot, while UNIO lacked
ball mosernot and couldn't penetrate
against UNB's 2-3 zone. UMO was
t Ws-.
5.
11,0
Maine's Barb Miltner yanks down a rebound In front of a host of Unkorsity of NewBrunswick pla‘ers during action in the Bear's 67-60 loss Saturf±:.s.
While UNB's own offensive rebound
total was a feeble three, the Red
Bloomers were hitting at a 48 percent
clip from the floor. l'he Bears could
muster only 28 percent from mostly'
perimeter shots. this was a big factor
in the halftime score of UNB-39,
UMO-25.
The two clubs looked much more
evenly matched in the second halt.
UM() started to fast break against the
fullcourt press, but the finishing pass
went too many times to a UNB playei
racing back on defense.
Maine was able to narrow the Red
Bloomers' led to 43-36, but UNB com-
bined good outside shooting and
rebounding to mos e back out to a 51-
38 lead.
It looked like Maine could pull it
out, but turnosers (17 in the half) th-
warted the momentum of the Bears as
UNB pulled ahead 65-60 with two
minutes left. An intense two-minute
burst of defense allowed UMO to get
back to 67-60, but it was too litle, too
late.
UNB's Joanne Macl.ean lead all
scorers with 24 points, despite playing
with four fouls for the last 10 minutes.
Ann McClellan added 12 for UNB,
along with being the game's reboun-
ding star with IS. Tor Maine Barb
Miliner had 14 points, vk itlì I r,a ( Of -
mkt- chipping in 12 and Beth
10.
The Bears nest tiasel to HTtinswid,
Tuesday to take on Bowdoin and try to
raise their instate record to 5-0. UM()
defeated Bowdon) last I nesday 73-58.
College hockey madness rules Hub tonight
It's short , maybe two feet
high, and kind of heavy.
It lacks the sleek, soaring lines
of the Super Bowl trophy and the
statuesque beauty of the Stanley
Cup.
It's a strimpty replica of a kit-
chen utensil.
It's also the holy grail.
"It enraptures eserybody,"
says John "Snooks" Kelley
Boston College's former hockey
coach. " this is it. The Beanpot."
It's the priie for the winner of
the annual tournament of the
same name. Boston College,
Boston Uniyersity, liars ard and
Northeastern take a mid-season
break from their regular schedule
to skate for the silver pot begin-
ring tonight at Boston Garden.
For hockey fans and
Bostonians, the
elimination tournament to he
played oil the nest two Mondat s
at a sold-out Boston Garden is a
major social esent, a long-
anticipated quest for the bragging
rights to local hockey and a sour-
ce of elation and depression.
For non-hockey fans and non-
Bostonians, it's a wonder how so
many people can go so eraty
about winning a st bby old jug in
a minor college sport.
" I go around the country'
and when I talk to groups about
boss big the Bcanpot is they' think
I'm insane. Utley think I'm readv
for the booby hatch," said
Kelley, the Eagles' coach in the
1952 inaugural and for the nest
19 BeanpotN.
"Being from Ohio, I ties ei
dreamed of playing n such a
prestigious tournament." said
Boston College co-captain Mai k
Switaj. "In Ohio, it's not that
well known."
Various reasons for its
popularity have been proposed:
the same four teams play es cry
year, the schools' geographical
proximity, Bostonians' love of
hockey, the social correctness of
attending and the real possibility
that any team can win. Nor-
theastern went into last year's
tournament with a 3-12 record. It
had won only two first-round
games in the pre% ious 27 Bean-
pots. It had neser won the tour-
nament and that streak figured to
remain intact.
But it was shattered by over-
time ) ictories oser Boston
rills et sits and Boston College.
Tonight Northeastern plays
Harvaid and Boston College
faces Boston University. The title
and consolation games will be
played the following Monday
night. Northeastern and Boston
College !rase the hest records, but
that's not always a good in-
dicator when it comes to the
Beanpot, w here emotion and
momentum pia% major roles.
- "I think you lun e to pick
Boston College or Nor the:Islet- 11
to s%111 it all." said Boston
University ( oatii lack Parker .
Graduate Students7T
The Graduate Student Board
encourages applications for
academic grants. Application
extended until Feb. 2,
5p.m.
Call Dave McVety (Dir. of Grad. Center),
at 7214 for more information.
•fIr-)E*--)01nuiunji]c)Iclar pripriorifilf irD1( 1 t 4nn1171Drirr )ripoirinfr r
SMILE!!
SENIORS -Philomena Baker will be
returning to UMO to take Senior
pictures for the 1981 PRISM.
Appointment sheets will be posted in
- 104 Lord Hall. You must sign up for an
appointment. If you would like a
resitting, there will be a 110 charge.
Appointment dates begin Feb. 2nd - 6th
at 8:00 am until 5:00 pm. These
sittings are offered to you at no charge
as a service from the PRISM.
/Quit JL )1(.144 /4.111.1LICILADICL *,JiiQC]Utk x 1UA IL.C.OLIJILaului..10,
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Bears put away pesky Drexel 57-51
in Ernie lark
No, it wasn't the fourth of July, but
the fireworks display behind Memorial
Gymnasium Saturday night was an an-
propriate celebration for the Univer-
sity of Maine Black Bear basketball
team.
No, the Black Bears didn't light up
the Memorial Gymnasium with the 54
percent field goal accuracy that has
been their forte throughout the season.
But their patience on offense and some
gritty defense did evolve into a
celebration; a hard fought 57-51 vic-
tory over a fine Drexel University club
in front of 1900 appreciative fans.
Maine's tenth win of the season
evoked memories of the initial game of
the season, when the Black Bears' zone
defense sagged in to shut off passing
alleys to "the Wall" of Texas A & M.
Saturday, the zone defense came alive
in the second half' to shut down "The
Franchise" of Drexel University
basketball, 6-9 center Len Haltzen-
beller. The man who scored 16 of
Drexel's 23 first-half points while
drawing three fouls apiece from Dave
Wyman and Clay Gunn, could muster
only three field goals and a similar
number of foul shots in the final half
as Maine simply collapsed its defense
around Haltzenbeller and made the
other Dragons beat them.
But just as important to the Black
Bear win as the defensive job on Hat-
zenbeller was the fact that Maine stayed
ahead of the 10-6 Drexel despite
shooting only 40 percent from the
floor.
"That's the first time we didn't rely
on the outside shot to win," a deser-
vedly pleased Black Bear coach Skip
Chappelle said after the game. "When
we didn't shoot well, we got very
smart, and that's what did it for us."
Some of the heroes in this important
victory were predictable, but another
was a pleasant surprise. Rick Carlisle,
as he always does in the big games,
came through with another outstan-
ding, if disguised, performance,
tossing in 19 points and adding five
assists. Glay Gunn and Dave Wyman
both played inspired interior defense,
despite the aforementioned foul
trouble, with Gunn adding a team-high
nine rebounds.
Biwa Bear senior forward Dave Wyman soars to the
Drexel's Mike Mitche111301 and Glen BurkhartI211.
But statistics do not tell the story in
all cases. Gunn picked up his fourth
foul on an inadvertant tripping call
with 16:55 left in the contest. Enter
Maine's sleeping giant, 6-10 freshman
Jeff Cross. With dreams of unlimited
scoring dancing in Hatzenbeller's
head, Cross came in to give Gunn and
Chappelle 10 minutes of valuable
playing time, limiting the Drexel star to
three foul shots while chipping in with
a pair of blocked shots, four rebounds
and four points. They were, in the eyes
of Chappelle, an "excellent" 10
minutes.
Gunn left with the Black Bears
leading 33-29, and re-entered the game
with 6:22 remaining and Maine ahead
46-42. Exit Jeff Cross and enter
Champ Godbolt. Known more for his
Women's
in Annelle illiggin%
hockey club wins
The UMO Women's Ice
Hockey Club upped its record to
3-4 with a 4-1 victory over the St.
Stephen Hockey Club of New
Brunswick, Saturday night at
Alfond Arena.
A goal by Maine freshman cen-
ter Betsy Hardy half-way through
the first period began the scoring.
St. Stephen's Beth Johnson
scored 4 minutes into the second
period to tie the game.
A tie-breaking goal came from
UMO freshman left-wing Joan
King at the 16:36 mark.
A penalty on Beth Johnson put
St. Stephen one man down and
Maine took advantage. Freshman
center Rhonda Fletcher scored at
the 8:46 mark giving Maine a 3-1
lead.
Sophomore Kathy Smith
scored two minutes into the third
period putting Maine up by 3, 4-
Despite penalties on 3 Black
Bear players, Nancy Norcross,
Denise Cloutier, and Kathy
Smith, St. Stephen was unable to
score. Thus the Bears held onf or
victory number three.
The club's next action is Feb.
14-15 when it hosts the first an-
nual University of Maine
Women's Ice Hockey Valentine's
Day Tournament at Alfond
Arena.
Coach Mike Vigue's skaters
schedule for the remainder of the
season includes a contest at
Bowdoin on Feb. 20th, a benefit
game with Bangor Daily News at
Alfond on Feb. 21, and a game at
St. John's of New Brunswick.
The date for the St. John's game
has not vet been releaceri
hoop for a layup over
flashy offensive play, Godbolt was a
defensive star in Maine's stretch run,
sandwiching a jumper between two
blocked shots, one on an apparent
Drexel breakaway by John Siorek.
Godbolt's jumper counteracted a
similar shot by Drexel's Derrik Joynes,
and gave Maine a 48-44 lead with 6:03
remaining. After Godbolt's second
block, Maine went into their "patience
plus" offense and held the ball for a
minute and a half before Jim Mercer
found Carlisle alone under the hoop
for a reverse layup to put Maine up by
six, 50-44, with just over four minutes
left in the game.
Hatzenbeller countered with a layup,
and Mercer and Drexel freshman Mike
Mitchell traded hoops to keep the
Maine lead at four points with 2:32 left
to play.
After a Drexel timeout, the two
teams traded turnovers before a Mit-
chell miss was turned into a Maine stall
with one minute to play. The Black
Bears, with Wyman and Carlisle cen-
tering the Maine stall, killed off 31
seconds of precious time before Hat-
zenbeller fouled Carlisle with
seconds left. The cool sophomore, with
Maine assistant coach Peter Gavot on
the bench pleading "automatic," cooly
sank both free throws and gave Maine
the necessary cushion.
Maine escaped the first half with a
precarious 27-23 lead, but the player of
the first 20 minutes was clearly Hat-
zenbeller. With Gunn, Wyman and
anyone else who could spare a second
.ng out, the Maine defense
curt .iunded the Drexel big man. But
when Hatzenbeller did get the ball, a
basket or a foul was inevitable. Hat-
zenbeller managed 16 points in the first
half, but Chappelle was impressed with
the way Gunn handled the enormous
task assigned to him.
"We played pretty good man defen-
se until Clay got in trouble," Chap-
pelle said. "And he was doing well,
picking up some steals and helping
other people."
Maine held the lead for most of the
first half, with Godbolt scoring
Maine's first six points and Carlisle
directing traffic from the nerimeter.
Carlisle gave the Black B.eirs their
biggest lead of the game at 24-15 when
he hit a pair of foul shots with 5:30 left
in the first half.
But Maine offense suddenly went
cold, and Hatzenbeller was set loose.
While the Black Bears were forcing__ 
shots and committing sloppy tur-
novers, Hatzenbeller, -the Dragons'
leading scorer and rebounder, scored
12 straight points, countered only by a
Carlisle three-point play, to keep
Drexel within four points of Maine at
intermission.
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